Monday, August 3

ORIENTATION AND INTRODUCTION

Tuesday, August 4–Thursday, August 6

MODULE 1: Innovation and Finance – Stephen Haber, Ross Levine, Troy Paredes

Readings assigned by Ross Levine:

**REQUIRED:**
SIPX Link – Chapter 1
SIPX Link – Chapter 7

Readings assigned by Stephen Haber:

**REQUIRED:**
SIPX Link – Chapter 2
SIPX Link – Chapter 3
Readings assigned by Troy Paredes:

REQUIRED:

Thursday, August 6–Friday, August 7

MODULE 2: Innovation and the Patent System – Scott Kieff, Damon Matteo

Readings assigned by Damon Matteo:

REQUIRED:

Berman, Bruce (2009). Chapter 6 in From Assets to Profits: Competing for IP Value and Return. Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. [SIPX Link]
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Web Link
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Monday, August 10–Tuesday, August 11

MODULE 3: Competition between Firms and Antitrust – Wes Hartmann, Ronald Goettler, Joanna Tsai, Joshua Wright

Readings assigned by Wes Hartmann:

**REQUIRED:**
[Web Link]

[SIPX Link]

[SIPX Link]

Readings assigned by Ronald Goettler:

**REQUIRED:**
[Web Link]

[SIPX Link]

[SIPX Link]

**OPTIONAL:**
[SIPX Link]

Readings assigned by Joanna Tsai and Joshua Wright:

**REQUIRED:**
[Web Link]

**Web Link**


**SIPX Link**


**SIPX Link**


**Web Link**

**Wednesday, August 12–Thursday, August 13**

**MODULE 4: Energy and the Environment – Severin Borenstein, Noel Maurer**

Readings assigned by Severin Borsenstein:

**REQUIRED:**


**Web Link**


**Web Link**


**Web Link**


**Web Link**

**OPTIONAL:**


**Web Link**


**Web Link**
[Web Link]

[Web Link]

[Web Link]

Readings assigned by Noel Maurer:

**REQUIRED:**
[SIPX Link]

[SIPX Link]

[Web Link]

[Web Link]

[Web Link]

[Web Link]

[Web Link]

The Unwelcome Renaissance. (2013, January 5). The Economist.  
[SIPX Link]

**Friday, August 15**

CLOSING: Student Group Presentations – Stephen Haber, Victor Menaldo